
“Mono” 
Foam mattress for preventive care and pressure release

Description
Pressure reducing foam meeting the highest demands to quality, durability and 
preventive care. Suitable for patients at high-risk for developing pressure ulcers, 
and patients with pressure ulcer degree 0 – 3.  

Material  
The Mono mattress is made of Oeko certified “Waterlilly” foam, a high elastic cold 
foam that is environmentally friendly in both production and material.  The high 
density ensures a long lifetime of the mattress.  

Design 
The surface towards the patient is divided in 5 zones cut in different depths, 
equivalent to the different weight of the body parts. It has a wide and stabile foam 
frame to ensures stability when mobilizing the patient in and out of bed. The Mono 
mattress is constructed to be turned (one site) , which also contributes to extending 
the lifetime of the mattress. 

Moisture drainage and ventilating 
The Mono mattress has strong Oeko-tex certified incontinent PU cover, with a 
high degree of breathability – more than 800 g/m2 /24 timer. This ensure that heat 
and moist are transported out and away from the mattress. The open celled foam 
also contributes to good ventilating. The zipper is covered with a wide overlap to 
prevent moist from entering the foam. 

Friction and sliding pressure (shear) 
The foam is lined with a thin textile tricot that makes the cover slice smooth and easy over the foam. This way it is 
the cover that moves f.ec. when using the functions of the bed, and not the patient skin that is being strained. 
Furthermore, the cover has a special suitable surface to prevent shear. 

Easy handling: 4 reinforced handles, 2 in each site, zipper in 3 sides of the cover together with the fabric-covered 
foam center makes handling of the mattress very smooth and easy. 

FACTS: 

Density: 42 kg/m3
Hardness: 130 N 
Foam: Fire retardant HR PUR foam
Cover: Washable up to 95o.
Weight: 10 - 12 kg (depending on size) 
User weight:  0- 150 kg.  

Recommended for: 
Preventive care 
Pressure release 
Immobile users 
Pain patients 
Underweight patients 
Warm patients 
The dement section 

Size and item no.: 
80x200x14 cm   Item no: 10-007367 
83x200x14 cm   Item no: 10-007745 
85x200x14 cm    Item no: 10-007744 
90x200x14 cm   Item no: 10-009700  
105x200x14 cm Item no: 10-010429 
110x200x14 cm Item no: 10-010364 

For more information or to book a demonstration, please contact us at : 
tb@zibocare.dk     or     +45 2331 9542
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